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Exactly where did the assassins death bulle! 
strike Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.? 

What was the path of the bullet — from its 
point of origin until it struck Dr. King? 

After Dr. King was shot. was he so severely 
wounded that his life could not have been saved? 

Did doctors in Memphis do all they could. tc 

  

Additional coverage on Page 6 

Save the life of the human rights leader who wa: 
then the nation’s No. 1 fighter against whit 
racism? 

Was the death bullet found? 
Where? 
Answers to these questions were given las 

week when photographs, drawings and othe; 
exhibits ~ almost all of them gruesome— were 
viewed by the House Assassinations Committe 
here last week + so. 2H 

7 ys 

-__. The committee—headed by Rep. Louis Stokes (D 
' Ohio)—viewed photographs of Dr. King taken jus 
after he-was murdered and heard testimony fron 
pathological experts on the April 4, 1968, shooting in 
Memphis, Tenn. 

The committee, in its second day of publi 
testimony on the death of the civil rights leader 
sought to dispel questions about the trajectory o 
the fatal bullet. | 

The pictures were prim. 
One was taken from behind Dr. King — 

revealing the back of his head and a conspicuou 
lump several inches below the left shoulder wher: HE BULLET’S PATH — This drawing shows the tearing path of a bullet ~ the bullet was imbedded after entering his bod: iat smashed into Dr. Martin Lather King Jr. The bullet struck his right jaw, through the lower right jaw. ‘vered the spine and ended up in the chest. Experts said the bullet apparently smashec 
through Dr. King’s spinal column and, in the word: 
of one witness. would have left him a “vegetable’ 
had he lived. 

aay Another picture showed Dr. King's neatly knot 
ted te, the neckband severed where the bullet hac 
cut through. 

   



The medical experts were assembled to deter- 
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hong’s body and clothing was consistent with what! could be expected from 4 projectile of the type. recovered from the body. 

When the wounded Civil rights Jegder 
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The wound. Baden told the committee. was; “entirély consistent” with the analysis that the 
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DR. KING'S JACKET — This photo shows the gaping bullet 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. wore when he was aSSassinated. 
     


